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1. Welcome and information:  

 Mister Markku Mähönen, representative of the Finnisch Kennelclub welcoms the Delegates and  
wishes them a good meeting and a pleasant stay in Finland. 

 In the name of the Delegates, Chairman Hubert Iser expresses his gratitude towards the Finnisch  
Kennelkclub for hosting and organizing this meeting.  
He then informs the Delegates that he wishes to step down as Chairman of this Commission  
because of other duty’s he now has, being the Chairman of the Belgium kennel club. The new 
Delegate for Belgium will be Mr. Henk Hendricks. 

 Mrs. Lida Will introduces a new delegate for the Netherlands: Mr. Chris Bekker. 

 Some Delegates are accompanied by an Assistant.  The Chairman points out that these Assistants 
have no right to vote and can only speak to the meeting when they are invited to do so by the 
Chairman or their Country’s official Delegate. 

 The French Delegate is accompanied by a translator.  He invites the other Delegates to use the 
translation when needed. 

 

2. Approbation of the Order of the Day: 
The Order of the Day is accepted unanimously. 

 

3. Approbation of the protocol of the meeting in Lavarone 2014 

 
The protocol of the meeting in Lavarone 2014 is accepted with the following remarks: 

 Switzerland was represented by Mr. Andre Keller and not Mr. Brändle. 
 

 Page 6: The Delegate for the EC -coursing (ECC) 2015 is not Lida Will but Jonny Hedberg. 
 

 Some Swedish Judges still did not received there indemnification for the ECC 2013 in Bitterfeld, 
Germany. The Chairman reminds the Delegates that 20% of the entry fees should be used to 
indemnify the Judges. 
 

 Questions from Mrs. Will (The Netherlands)  
a) page 3: Does the FCI - board agrees to let the oversized Whippets participate on our European 
and World championships:  The answer is YES, but these races or coursings are to be considered 
as Friendship races/coursings. There is no official title for these dogs. The Winner can get the 
nomination CdL racing/coursing champion sprinters 20XX. This title will not be mentioned on the 
dog’s pedigree. 
 
b) Can an oversized Whippet get the certificate needed to be entered in work class at CACIB 
expositions: the answer is NO, because to get this certificate the dogs must participate in CACIL 
races or coursings and this is not possible for oversized Whippets. They only can participate in 
national races/coursings and the friendship race/coursing at EC or WC. For this friendship 
race/coursing the CACIL will not be awarded. 
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c) Was there an answer from the Scientific Commission about how to act in case of suspicion of  
crossbreds being entered in an event as a purebred dog. Answer: The Chairman had a brief 
discussion about this topic with Yves de Clercq and Gerard Jipping, but more concertation is 
necessary. This is an all-breed problem. The Chairman will continue to seek solutions in 
cooperation with the responsible leaders of the FCI.  
 
 

 Question of Mr. Martin (France):  how can the genetically testing of whippets and greyhound for 
pure bred breeding be done? Explanation: some countries (Belgium, The Netherlands) identify, by 
DNA, the bitch and the dog before the mating, to establish the paternity. 
 

 A dog can only be entered in the EC or WC- races-or coursings by its national organization. This 
cannot be done by the owner.  
 

 Procedures to accept new rules: when a new rule is voted by the CdL (in meeting), it should be 
transmitted to the FCI- General Comity. If the GC accepts the rule, they will publish it in a circular. 
This circular (to be consulted in the login-section of the FCI website) will mention the date of 
witch the rule becomes effective. 
 

 The Belgium Delegate announced in Lavarone that he would open a CdL website. In the meantime 
the FCI opened the possibility to publish information in the login-section of the FCI – website. 
The Chairman will do the follow-up of this possibility. 
 

 Mrs. Will wants to know why the Whippet-sprinters will run at the EC-racing (ECR) in Hünstetten 
and not at the EC –coursing (ECC) in Helsinki. 
Since the decision of the FCI –GC came late Finland decided not to allow the inscription of the 
sprinters. Germany decided to let them run. 
 
  

4. Elections: 
The elections, as mentioned under point 4 of the Order of the day cannot be executed since the 

meeting of the FCI-GC has not taken place yet. They are postponed to next year. 

5. Complaints of France 
Mr. Martin expresses his thanks towards Mr. Nyman for the help he provided by admitting a 

translator French – English.  

1) France will not be represented at events in 2015 because they do not agree with not clear rules 
from the CdL. 
Remarks of Mr. L. Miklos (H) : The cause of the rules not being clear to the French Delegates is 
due to the fact that she did not understood English. Each point of the complaints of the French 
have been treated in the meeting, which was stated in the form and contends as foreseen by the 
rules. 
We meet ones a Year and each Delegate has the right to vote. The French Delegate voted in 
Lavarone for the most issues in favor. Each Delegate has to pass the info and explanations to their 
National kennel club.  
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2) Mix greyhounds with other breeds: this problem will be passed on to the FCI –board in order to 
find solutions. A possible solution are paternity DNA tests (Belgium already does it, France 
prepares them, the Netherlands start with it.) 
 
3) Participation of oversized Whippets in our European and World championships: 
These races/coursings are to be seen as  Friendship races/coursings. The winners get no official 
FCI-title. The winner is to be cold CdL Sprinter Racing or Coursing champion 20xx. This CAN NOT 
be mentioned on the pedigree of the dog. 
The French Delegate states that it would be better to use weight, especially for dogs over 51 cm.   
 
The Hungarian Delegate states that weight is not mentioned in the standard. There already where 
tests with the weight system. 
 
4) Database: We decided to have a database where all the dogs measured officially in their home-
country, as well as the dogs who passed a control measuring with 1 cm tolerance on a foreign 
race- or coursing field, can be registered.  
The Dutch Delegate declares that in The Netherlands they will not measure with this tolerance, 1 
cm tolerance is too high. They will measure all dogs coming to the country for races or coursings.   
The Hungarian Delegates explains that a correct measurement is very hard to make, especially at 
the track, because dogs and owners are more nervous – that is the reason of the tolerance being 
given. 
The German Delegate states that the Netherlands do not measure by the FCI rules and therefor 
place themselves out of our competition. 
The Czech Delegate complains about the database. Only the dogs, measured at Championships 
should be registered. 
The Swedish Delegate asks how we can improve measurements by the National organizations 
(NO). 
The Austrian Delegate: the objective of performing control-measurements at the championships 
was to avoid the participation of the really oversized dogs in these championships. We do not 
need to control the National organizations. They just have to be correct in delivering the licenses. 
The French Delegate agrees with the Czech. France immediately redrew the license of the 3 
French dogs ho were found oversized in Versoix. 
The Hungarian Delegate: we need to control the size also at CACIL races because these are also 
title races.  
The National organizations are responsible for the issuing of the licenses and they have therefor 
the responsibility to measure correctly. 
The Finnish Delegate proposes to delete the database and leave there only the dogs which were 
measured on a championship as the Czech and French Delegates proposed.  
The German Delegate opposes to this proposition because only a few dogs where submitted to 
the control measurements on championships. The majority of dogs travel between countries and 
go to the CACIL-races. 
The Swedish Delegate states that by experience we can say that the measure we toke is not 
working.  
The French Delegate asks of a whippet with 19, 9 kg is still a whippet? Should a sighthound 
committee give them a license or not?! To prevent corruption we have to measure at 
championships.  
The Hungarian Delegate states that we have to do it also at CACILS because these are also 
championship events. 
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The Italian Delegate: the instruction, education and training of the measuring Judges should be 
uniform in all countries. The number of measuring sessions should be limited to 5 per year in each 
country. Everyone understands the importance of measurement. 
The Czech Delegate: if we continue to feed the database the way we do, than we will soon be 
back in the situation that National organizations have to protest following Art. 1.5.1 of the rules.  
The Hungarian Delegate asks if we should prepare a database for the sprinters too. 
  
 
Conclusion: We will continue with the database until 2018 and then make an evaluation of the 
situation of the size of the Whippets. 
In the meanwhile the working group for the rulebook is asked to make some propositions over 
the way we should continue with this. 
 
Vote:  
France: against the proposition.  
Czech Republic: abstention 
Other countries: in favor of the proposition.  
 
5) Coursing: Make the median (and not the average) of the points awarded by the three Coursing 

judges in the championship, to avoid incomprehensible differences, which mean no credible 

points for a large number of users of the sport.  

 
France made this proposal already in 2012. It then was refused. 
In Lavarone we hat the case that 1 judge gave 0 points and the other two gave 80 and 83 points to 
a dog. This is not correct.  
If a Judge decides that the performance of a dog merits 0 points then He should confer whit his 
colleague Judges.  
Austria: just make a median: with 3 judges we can take out the best and worst points and use the 
middle for classifying the dogs. 
Hungary: this means a depreciation of the Judges. What happened in Lavarone was not correct.  
The Netherlands: Do we have to change the whole system because of one mistake of one judge?  
Hungary: we could recommend to countries to communicate more and prepare judges better. 
Germany: each country could prepare a list of experienced Judges and have therefore to record, 
the number of times and which type of race, coursing, they judged. 
Slovakia: If we do it this way, it could be a first step, but it does not give us information about the 
skills of this Judge. 
Italy: this is a point of ethics for each judge. Tactical scoring in a chauvinist way is a real problem.  
France: tactical scoring is not correct. Judges should also be aware of the impression they give to 
the participants and the public. They should not judge in a group (all judge at field in one place). A 
judge must respect rules and also have mentally high standards to be a good judge.  
Sweden:  we need to prevent tactical scoring. Judges need to confer with each other when 
exceptional low or high scores have to be given. 
Hungary: we need a work group to define directives for the Judges. 
Sweden: we also need common education and training rules for judges. Making the median from 
3 judge’s scores is not correct. 
Hungary: to make the median we should have 5 judges, but this is very expensive.   
Estonia: each judge has a different view depending from the corners of the field where they are. 
This is also a reason of different scoring. 
Sweden:  why don’t we use the document presented in Oude Pekela. FCI guidelines for judges.  
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Finland: send it again.   
 
Decision: A Judges working group is established: Chairman: Johny Hedberg (S), members: Mika 
Nyman (Fin), Irina Naartis (Est), Steinar Mattisen (Nor), Joe Statti (D). 
 
 
6) Doping controls: Improve control over doping, stop taking blood samples and focus on urine 

tests.  

Although our rules prescribes doping controls, we need to respect National laws which go over FCI 

rules.  Germany and Switzerland works only with blood. 

Hungary: leave it to the countries, how they will do it. 

In Germany positive results must be publically be published. This should be done in all countries, 

but only from the moment that the conclusion is final. As long as the procedure is not ended and 

there is still a possibility for appeal the result should not be published.    

In Belgium there can also controls performed by the Ministry of Agriculture. 

 

Hungary: the CdL can only prescribe doping controls but we have to leave the execution to the 

countries, who have to perform them following there national rules. 

Netherland: the results of the doping controls at the EM in Lavarone (I) are still not published.  

 
7) Limit the competitors’ number to championships, to enhance the safety of animals and to 
respect the breed standards.   
Impose the obligation to have obtained a qualification in an international exhibition (“Very 

Good”) before any registration in a national team. That seems obvious.  

Currently about 700 sighthounds register for the annually Coursing Championships. 

Barely 200 have this qualification. The title is awarded to winners of each race and gender only 

holder of this qualifier: this situation is a usurpation of participation.  

Hungary: we have this rule for the CACIL - championship) when a dog finishes the collecting of 

CACIL and ask for championship, there must be also prove that this dog has minimum very good 

from show. Each country is responsible for giving licenses to the dogs which are in breed 

standard. 

We also could ask the countries to prove the paternity for pure bred dogs by DNA testing. 

Sweden: why we ask for very good? For International championship we have in rules that very 

good is necessary. Beauty and Performance is other title. For ECH, WCH we do not need the show 

result. 

Sweden: we did increase the number of participants with sprinters. 

France: Do we want to compete with mixed breeds or only pure bred dogs?  

Vote: Do we want to limit the number of competitors by requiring minimum a very good from 
show?  
For               :  7 votes.  
Against       :   9 votes 
Abstention:   1 vote 
The proposal is not accepted. 
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6. Report of the workgroup “Judges”:  

 See attachment 3. The workgroup will continue as decided under point 5, 4) of this report.  

7. Proposals of the countries 

7.1 Austria: 

a) Championship Coursings – More judges, withdrawing best/worst results: 

     See point 5.5) of this report. 

 

b) Championship Coursings – uniform racing jacks should be used 

    In order to avoid the chance of recognizing a dog’s nationality (and maybe influence judging) uniform  

     racing jacks should be used.  

     This means that only red and white jackets, without any numbers or signs on it should be allowed. 

     Uniform jackets could be used for coursing, use only red and white.  

     For using blue 5 votes, other for using white.  

     Hungary recommends not to use collars, only jackets.  

     The Netherlands: judges can not wear T shirts of the national team.  

c) Championship Coursing – Judges should not be to close together: 

    For the sake of objectivity judges should be evenly spread around the field rather than standing  

    together.     

    This also ensures that the dogs are observed by the judges during the whole field and from different  

    perspectives. 

    See point 5.5) of this report. 

d) FCI Regulations – translation error: 

3.8.1. Pre-Slip penalty. The English versions says „If the same course has to be restarted, the penalty 

no longer applies“. The German translation says „Für den Fall, dass man diesen Lauf wiederholt, wird 

diese Strafe nicht erlassen“.  

The correct translation should be „Für den Fall, dass man diesen Lauf wiederholt, wird diese Strafe 

erlassen. 

Jonny Hedberg will repair this text in the rules. 

7.2 Belgium: 
a) Coursing: Specifications summaries for coursing tracks EC. Special attention  for dangerous    
     circumstances:   
     This is the competence of the CdL-delegate for each championship. 
      Germany: we heard the delegate was not there. 
      Answer: the inspection of the tracks in Lavarone was done by Mr. Alleman (Ch). For the    
      championship he was replaced by Mr. Keller.  
        Hungary: To find a track for 800 dogs is not an easy job in such a short time notice. 
 

      b)  Definition of the term “Excuse”: 
     Dogs may be excused from the field by a judge for the following reasons: 
      (a) Dogs who fail to run after the “go” in either the preliminary or final course. 
      (b) Dogs who may be considered unfit to compete.  
      (c) Dogs who course other hounds rather than the lure. 
      (d) Dogs whose handlers or owners interfere with the judges or officials.  
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      (e) Dogs who delay the course. 
       (f) Handlers who willfully interfere with another competitor, his hound, or any official 
 
      Definition of the term “Dismiss”: 
       Dogs shall be dismissed from the field by a judge, for the day, for interfering (aggressively or     
       playfully) with the course of another hound. (Growling and/or barking, in and of itself, does not  
       constitute grounds for dismissal.) 
 
       Definition of the term: “disqualify” 
       Dogs shall be disqualified by the judge, or by agreement of all judges where more are used, for    
       the following reason: fighting - the aggressor in fighting in the field. In the event that only one of  
       more judges disqualifies a hound, this disqualification constitutes a dismissal. 
 
 c) Duties and rights of the team leaders. (Costs of the camping, drinks and other refreshments:   
      There is only one (1) team leader for each country. For this team leader an organizer of    
      championships (EC or WC) should provide a free campingspace and refreshments during the     
      teamleaders meetings. 
      If a teamleader has assistants the costs for them should be paid by their National Organization. 
 

        d) Racing: WC or EC in June or August: 
Could be the Euro/World championship on the track be held in July or August? 
Reason: more people have holidays in July or August. In September children are at school and 
people have more duties. 
Vote:  
in Favor: 1 vote 
against: the others countries. 
The proposal is not accepted. 
 

          e) Measurement of whippets and Italian greyhounds:  
See attachment 4: new method  
Decision: this point is postponed to next meeting so that the countries have the possibility to 
examine the proposition. 
 

1.1 7.3: Italy:  Choices of the judges at the ECC 

               See point 5.5) of this report.  

  
7.4 Finland: 

a) Proposal for CDL meeting policy and decisions:  

     The Finnish Kennel Club proposes that CDL meetings must be arranged once a year and the agenda of  

     meeting shall be submitted to all CDL delegates at least one month before the meeting.           

     Also at least three e‐meetings must be arranged. 

     By experience we now that e-meetings don’t work. The annual meeting is already arranged as asked by 

      the Finnish Kennelclub. 

 

b) Following the FCI Regulations for International Sighthound Races and Lure Coursing Events: 

     The regulations have to be followed as described in the proposal.  
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c) Control measurements of Italian greyhounds and whippets, the valid database: 

    See point 5.5) of this report. 

 

d) Safety of dogs at FCI championships: 

     This is always been executed as proposed. We practise a sport and this will always have a certain risk. 

     Adaption of the rulebook will be made by de work-group rules so that we can be flexible in organising 

     the championships. For example the spread of the event over 2 or 3 days, depending on the number of  

     dogs entered in the competition.  

 

7.6 The Netherlands: 

a)  Include in §1.5 of the international regulations the protocol of the remeasuring of whippets and Italian 

greyhounds: 

     Motivation: There is many uncertainty about this remeasuring and also doubt about the justice of the   

     results. 

     Decision: This will be taken in the rulebook. 

      A permanent workgroup formed by Jonny Hedberg, Christian Martin, Henk Hendricks and Martin 

      Haas, will do the necessary to adapt the rules.  

 

b)  Add in § 3 the minimum number of dogs to have a contest.  

      Also add in § 3 the number of dogs to let them run mixed: 

      Motivation: - By coursing it is not clear when (at 1-5 dogs) a run is valid to count for the obliged      

      number of coursings to take part at the FCI championships. And also it is not clear by what number of  

      dogs they have to compete under the international or the national regulations. 

      It is not clear at what number of dogs the sexes have to be separated. 

      Decision: Will also be prepared by the workgroup. 

 

  c)  In § 3.1.1 is the obligation to invite an international judge from another FCI country. We ask to abolish 

        this rule: 

       Motivation: Often it is very difficult to find a foreign judge because they all have their own agenda.  

       Moreover the costs often are terribly. And what is the value of a foreigner? Are they better or more  

       honest than the judges of the own country? 

       Decision:  

       Vote:  

        For: 1 

        Against: the other countries 

        The proposition is rejected. 

 

     d) In § 3.1.6 is written that judges are not allowed to perform when their own breed is competing.  

          We ask for a change. Let the judges not perform when the sex of their own breed is competing: 

         Motivation: At track racing (§ 2.3.9) a judge is not allowed to perform at their own class/sex. It 

         would be better if this rule was valid at coursing too. 

         Decision: 

         Vote: 

          for:  4 

          Against: the other countries 
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          The proposition is rejected. 

  

 

7.7 Sweden: 
a)  Having to many changes in our rulebook is not good. The Rule book should be changed    
     every 5 years, after approving by the general committee: 
      Remarks of the Chairman: at this moment proposed changes of the rulebook are send  
      to the General Secretary of the FCI, who will present them to the General Comity, who  
      will or will not approve them. When approved a FCI - circular will be send out to the  
      countries, mentioning the date it will take effect.    
   
 
b) Where to measure: 
    The text of the rules can possibly be falls interpretated due to a translation error. 
    The dogs should be measured at the withers, but each dog can be different: for some, the shoulder    
    blades (scapula) are the highest, for some the neck is higher. 
    The dog must be measured at the highest point at withers area: 
    See the drawing. The point to pose the measuring tool is point A.     

 
 
  

Switzerland: 
The Swiss proposals were not handed in in due time. We therefore cannot decide on them. They 
will be traded in the next meeting : 
 
a) Bring down the number of participants: why on the racings we have 12 participants per breed 
and sexes for each country? Come back to 6.  
We cannot vote now. 
Remark of the Hungarian delegate:  We changed this number 2 Years ago in order to find a better 
way for the competition. We now have a combination of time-races and racing on place. We have 
to give this system a change to prove itself. We will see how it works in Hünstetten (D) for 
whippets.  
 

               b) Let greyhounds run only 1 race and then 1-6 to final A, 7-12 final B: 
 Again this proposition is not up for voting and will be postponed to the next meeting. 
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 c) Have 2 times a year a CdL- meeting:  
   Proposal is not up for voting and will be postponed to the next meeting. 
   The question is who will the costs.  
   Having a meeting in September is too late in the year. We will have our meeting ones a year by 
   the coursing championship. When necessary we will have a second meeting 
 
d) Also show judges need to follow the size of standard:  
    This remark is already passed on to the FCI General Secretary.  
 

8. Dates and delegates for EC or WC: 

 Racings   : 2016:  France       : Toulouse                 delegate: Walter Brand  
                : 2017:  Hungaria   : Alsónémedi  delegate: Veronika Kucerova Chrpova 

                : 2018:  Belgium     : Awans   delegate : Martin Haas 

 

 Coursings: 2016: Slovakia    : Veĺké Pole          delegate: Veronika Kucerova Chrpova,  
                                                                                                                  Support Agata Juszczyk 

                                 : 2017: Switzerland: Lotswill (?)       delegate : Joe Statti 

          : 2018: Denmark              delegate  : Mika Nyman 

 

9. Miscellaneous: 
Maximum size for whippets and Italian greyhounds sprinters: 
We need to have a maximum size for the Sprinters:  

      Decision:  

This decision was unanimously:  

For Whippet – sprinters there will be a maximum size of 5 cm above the maximum size mentioned in 

the FCI- standard. So this will be for the whippet sprinters males 56 cm and for the females 53 cm. 

For Italian Greyhounds Sprinters the maximum size will be 41 cm for both sexes. This means the 

maximum size mentioned in the FCI-standard + 3cm.  

The decision for the Italian Greyhounds was taken after the meeting, by an email-poll and was 

unanimously as well. 

  

Other undiscussed proposals will be postponed until next year. 

All delegates agree to send their proposals to the working group “Rule-book” (Johny Hedberg). 

The working group will prepare a solid text for the next meeting.  

Other remarks: 

 France will let pass on some information about the track for the next World championship. 

 In Lavarone, due to an encoding error the wrong Saluki female was declared champion. We 
apologize for this and the right dog will have a ceremony in Helsinki. So there will be 2 champions, 
but the CACIL goes to the Swiss dog and the Res. CACIL to the Polish dog.  

 The delegates are invited to send their application for CACIL races and coursings 2016 before 
1.8.2015 to the Secretary. 
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 The Dutch delegate asks to have a discussion about the penalty for a dog who turns his head to 
another dog but does not attack. Should he be disqualified? This will be taken in the agenda for 
next year. 

 Question from Austrian delegate: to award the CACIL must there be 6 dogs on the start or 6 dogs 
in the program? Answer: 6 dogs on the start. 

 
 
 

          Veronika Kucerova – Chrpova                                                    Hubert Iser 

                     CdL –Secretary                                                                   Chairman 

                                Hubert Iser 

                             CdL - Chairman 

 

      

      

  

 

 


